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ABSTRAGT

Many managers attempt to develop collaborative alliaHces with other organiza-
tions. Such strategics arc difficult to implement: they are as likely to fail as to
succceccd. Implementing and managing an alliance is harder than deciding to
collaborate. This paper explores the topic empirically through a study of one form
of alliance - supply chain partnering. It presents an interaction model of part-
nering which shows seven contextual factors that shape, and are shaped by, human
action. This context can both h(4p and hinder the emergence of co-operative
behaviour. The model is illustrated through a case study of two organizations
(eustomer and supplier) attempting to co-operate more closely. The case shows
how the cultural and other differences between the parties at first caused diffi-
culty. Actions were taken to change aspects of the context to facilitate more co-
operative behaviour. Improving interpersonal relations led to further actions to
create more formal mechanisms which would support future co-operation. These
appear to have contributed to the relationship exceeding the initial expectations
of the partners. The interaction model illuminates both the content and process
of supply chain partnering.

INTRODUCTION

In the continuing search for iinproved perfbrmance, one rcjute which managers
ean consider is to work more collaboratively with other organizations. They will
only secure worthwhile gains ficjiii such a strategy if they also initiate supporting
changes within the respective organizations. Yet experience warns us that few
attempts at organizational ehange turn out as their promoters expected. An
Economist Intelligence Unit (1992) study on Total Qiiality Management, and one
by Wastell et al. (1994) on Business Process Re-engineering showed that many
companies achieved less than they had hoped from these initiatives. Put more
positively, theories of eorporate strategy emphasize the emergent nature of
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1004 D. BODDY, D. MACBETH AND B. WAGNER

Strategic change (Mintzberg, 1994). Directions are incrementally re-defined as
strategy evolves, rather than being fixed at the outset. McLoughlin and Glark
(1994) and Boddy and Gunson (1996) give examples of this from IT projects, and
Glark (1995) does so for a radical production change.

These considerations are likely to apply with at least as much force when orga-
nizations attempt to co-operate with eaeh other. This is likely to magnify all the
issues that arise during attempts at change in a single organization. This paper offers
some empirical evidence on how two companies have implemented that form of
co-operation known as supply chain partnering. In the next section we oudine our
perspective on supply chain partnering. The subsec|tient section introduces an
interaction model to help us understand the eomplexity of such a change. The
following section presents the case and the final section the implications.

SUPPLY CHAIN PARTNERING

Nooteboom (1999) illustrates the variety of practice by identifying nine forms of
inter-firm alliance (see also Vollmann and Gordon, 1998). In the publie sector gov-
ernment often encourages cross-agency working (Bailey, 1994; Department of the
Environment, 1997; Huxham, 1996) on the grounds that social problems are too
complex for any one agency, for exainple health, social work, education and eco-
nomic development agencies may co-operate to offer an integrated approach to
urban deprivation. In the private sector examples of joint ventures and alliances
(Kogut, 1988) include joint research and development projects (Gibson and Rogers,
1994; Hagecioorn and Sehakenraad, 1994), common distribution arrangements
and, the basis of this paper, supply chain partnering (Macljeth, 1998).

Porter (1980) offered an economic justification of alliances. He suggestecd that
co-operation tnay enable partners to achieve a stronger position together than they
could alone. Go-operation is attractive w hen performing an activity with a partner
is superior to performing it either internally, in a market transaction or through
merger. His concept of the value chain (Porter, 1985) illustrated how companies
eouW gain by allying with a partner who could more effectively provide a service
from a different part of the value chain. Kay (1993) argues that the architecture
of relationships is a principal source of competitive advantage, while Ford (1998)
and Golombo (1998) also stress the importance of effective networks of relation-
ships to performance. Faulkner (1995) clarified the benefits by suggesting four
motives for alliance formation: a need for specific capabilities; cost minimization;
speed to market; and spreading financial risk.

This paper examines one form of allianc:e, that commonly known as supply
chain partnering. This occurs when organizations at related points in the supply
chain agree to work in a co-operative rather than an adversaria! manner. The argti-
ment is that extreme forms of hierarchies and markets have disadvantages (Sako,
1992). Intermediate forms (Powell, 1990), variously referred to as relational con-
tracting (Williamson, 1985), obligational contractual relations (Sako, 1992) and
partnering (Macbeth and Ferguson, 1994) may overcotne these. Partnering occu-
pies the middle ground between hierarchies and markets as a way of organizing
eeonomic activity.

We define partnering as a situation in which there is an attempt to build close,
long-term links between organizations in a supply chain that remain distinct, but
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COLI^BORATION BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONS 1005

which choose to work closely together. Macbeth (1998) argues that partnering is
an approach to business in which companies expect a long-term relationship,
develop complementary capabilities, share more information and engage in more
joint planning than is customary; The benefits claimed for partnering are numer-
ous, particularly wlien the companies are operating in competitive and volatile
environments. Sharing information during design may support more rapid produet
innovation. More open discussion of problems may c^nhaiice quality.

There are counter-views. For example Gox (1998) argues that competitive
advantage is more likely to come from securing direct control over strategic
resources than from collaborative relationships with other suppliers. New and
Ramsay (1997) show that rhetoric may be stronger than practice. Wide use of the
term results in different and possibly misleading interpretations. Weaker players
can lose as mueh in ostensibly eo-operative relationships as in adversarial ones
(Turnbull et al., 1993).

This form of organizational ehange is also difficult to implement. Boddy et al.
(1998) conducted a questionnaire survey of 100 companies that had attempted to
introduce supply chain partnering. Less than half of the respondents considered
that their organization had been successful in implementing the change. This is
consistent with estimates quoted by Spekman et al. (1998) that 60% of all alliances
fail. There is a gap between executive intent and achievement that arguably reflects
the novelty, scale and complexity of the change being attetnpted. We know very
little about the practical implementation and management of alliances.

Doz (1996) has observed that most research has focused either on explaining
patterns of alliance formation or on relating outcomes to the characteristics of the
partners. Even thc;)se who have acknowledged the process issues remain 'at the
level of conceptual development or cross-sectional analysis, and fail to capture
empirically the processual dynamics of collaboration' (p. 56). These 'processual
dynamics' offer a worthwhile researeh agenda, since organizations usually initiate
partnering in a volatile environment. It implies significant yet consistent change
in two or more organizations, where those affected will have seetional as well as
communal interests. In this paper we examine the dynamics of supply ehain
partnering, observing how organizational actors turn strategic intent into working
reality. An adequate model of partnering needs to represent accurately, yet
parsimoniously, the issues that affect the outcome. We offer an interaction
model of partnering, and use it to explore both the content and the proeesses of
change.

AN INTERAGTION MODEL

Context and Action
In her work on the relationship between technology and organizations, Orlikcjwski
(1992) proposed what she called a structurational model. Building on Giddens's
(1984) work this recognized that human actions in relation to technology are
enabled and constrained by structures that are them.selves the result of previous
human action. Structures are the 'rules and resources that human agents use in
their everyday interaction. These rules and resources mediate human action, while
at the same time they are reaffirmed through being used by human actors'
(Orlikowski, 1992, p. 404). In pursuing some objective people observe and act on
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1006 D. BODDY, D. MACBETH AND B. WAGNER

their physical and social contexts, though unintended consequences and indepen-
dent changes will also affect whether outcomes match intentions.

Orlikowski refers to the duality of teehnology. Designers physically construct a
technology in the light of what they understand to be management priorities and
expectations. Users socially construct the technology when they deeide whieh fea-
tures to reject, ignore, use or adapt to suit their ways of working. With repetition
these practices become accepted as the way to do the job. They create the tech-
liology-in-use for that situation, which is now part of the context shaping human
action. The more that such social construction (or 'interpretive flexibility') is
possible, the less useful it is to eonsider technology a fixed entity with predict-
able effects.

This model can also illuminate the emergent nature of supply t haiii partner-
ing. We defined partnering as an approach to inter-firm business relationships in
which companies develop practices that encourage co-operative rather than adver-
sarial behaviour. A move towards partnering depends on the players working in
an (unfamiliar) co-operative way. But they do not act apart from their context.
They act 'in relationships subject to structural constraints of resource alloeation
and [the] rules, procedures and norms that regulate resource use' (Goopey et al,
1998). In other words, those promoting partnering construct a context that they
intend will encourage behaviour that supports the strategy; Other players socially
construct that context when they decide which aspeets to reject, ignore, use or
adapt. The interaction between people and context continues as the collabora-
tion evolves. As behaviours become habitual they become institutionalized and
embedded - in ways that may or may not stipport the partnering strategy;

It will help our discussion of the way people construct this context if we dis-
tinguish between its content and its process (Boddy and Buchanan, 1992) - though
they themselves develop interactively.

The Content of Partnering

Strategie change (in this ease towards supply chain partnering) depends 'ujjon
some alignment of key design parameters which reconstitute the organization in
a way that renders it eapable of carrying out the strategy' (Hardy, 1996, p. 5). The
systemic nature of organizations means that change in one design parameter
triggers a reaetion elsewhere. The interaction of these primary and secondary
changes represents the substance or content of a partnering strategy. They change
tlie context in whieh people in the two organizations act.

What are the elements in this context of partnering? We begin with Leavitt's
(1965) model, in which he argued that organizations consist of four interacting ele-
ments - task (or objectives), teehnology, people and structure. Struetures affect the
ilovv of information and provide the mechanisms that determine whose interests are
represented (Hinings et al., 1991; Pettigrew, 1985). Subsequent work has identified
the influence of power (Egan, 1994; Pfeffer, 1992) and eulture (Lorsch, 1986;
Martin, 1992) on behaviour. Power models emphasize that change affects the inter-
ests of stakeholders unevenly. Gultures may eneourage or discourage innovation
and commitment to change. More recently attention has turned to the transfor-
mation processes used to deliver outputs and services. Boddy et al. (1998) found that
the provision of adequate resources had a statistically significant effect on the
outcome of partnering attempts. If we combine these we can describe seven ele-
ments in the eontext of a partnering project, as shown in figure 1. They are:
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iOiiR-iit agciitla

' business processes - the way the companies have designed the processes for
moving materials and inforination across their respective boundaries

• technology - the type and location of physical facilities, machinery, and infor-
mation systems used by the partners

• resources - mainly the financial resources available to the organization
• structure the way tasks required to deliver goods and serviees are divided and

co-ordinated, both within and between the two organizations
• people the knowledge, skills, attitudes and goals of the people working for the

organizations
" culture - the prev ailing norms, beliefs and underlying values whieh eharacterize

the two organizations
• power- the amount and distribution of identifiable sources of power available

to people within the two organizations.

Otir proposition is that the outcomes of a partnering initiative (how results
compare with objectives) depend on the interaction of people and the other con-
textual elements. Human agents construct these components, create a eontext, in
the light of what they pereeive to be management objeetives. Others socially con-
struct the context as they interact with a new technology; business proeess or strue-
tural feature. Results will of cotirse also be affected by what happens in the wider
business context.

The context represented by this model occurs at several levels of the two
organizations operating, divisional and corporate. Acting to change an element
at one level will have (hard-to-predict?) effects at this and other levels of the
respective enterprises. Some parts of these contexts will eneourage people to act
collaboratively, others will not. There is no eertainty that the wider structures
of the- organizations provide a coherent context to encourage co-operative
behaviour.

Moving towards partnering is therefore likely to be an iterative and evolution-
ai"y learning process, rather than a single planned event. Yet we know little about
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the processes by which collaborative relationships between supply chain partners
evolve.

The Process of Partnering

Although the process of partnering (how organizations create a new context)
has received little direct attention, we can draw on the substantial literature on
organizational change. Much contemporary work takes a processual rather than
a rational view (Dawson, 1994), stressing the evolutionary nature of change and
the influence of historical and contemporary contexts (Glark, 1995; Pettigrew,
1987). Ghange typically involves actors from different levels and functions, pursu-
ing personal as well as organizational goals.

Some writers stress the role of individual change agents, others the role of insti-
tutions. Without some human agency, withc^ut someone putting personal effort into
the problem, nothing will change. In this vein, Kanter (1983) suggests the modern
change agent needs a portfolio of 'power skills' to overcome resistance and apathy
to new ideas. Buchanan and Boddy (1992) explored empirically the interpersonal
and political skills change agents required. In contrast Pettigrew (1987), while
acknowledging the role of the skilled and determined individual, stressed the role
of institutions. Those promoting change use sueh institutions (of various form.s) to
raise their concerns and ensure that issues are debated. The laek of a legitimizing
forum of discussion impedes ehange.

Ring and Van de Ven (1994) link these perspectives when they suggest that a
co-operative relationship develops as the parties negotiate commitments for future
action. They combine formal, role interactions and informal, personal interac-
tions. They argue that relationships only 'emerge, evolve, grow, and dissolve . . . as
a consequence of individual activities' and that 'individual \iews (on the issues to
be resolved) will be a function of their organizational roles' (p. 95). Interaetion
may apply to the process as well as to the content of partnering.

Our interaction model of partnering consists of three components - people,
context and co-operative behaviours. Our earlier discussion suggests these
propositions:

(1) The prior context of the partnering organizations affects behaviour when
the people in the respective organizations attempt to co-operate.

(2) People partially reconstruct the context to encourage eo-operative
behaviour.

(3) That revised context encourages more (but not complete) eo-operation.
(4) As people experience infbrmal co-operation, they construct formal

institutions to support further eo-operation.

The paper illustrates empirically how the separate histories of two organizations
encouraged behaviours that ereated initial tensions between and within them.
While partnering was espoused as the current strategic priority, some staff con-
tinued to act in the light of earlier priorities and structures. We also show how
newly ereated structures encouraged individual eo-operation that gradually took
on a'taken-fbr-granted' character, though some areas were immune to this ehange.
Finally we show how the players created new institutions to add support to indi-
vidual co-operative actions.
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CASE STUDY

To illustrate this we present a brief account of the development of partnering
between an electronics company (Sun Microsystems), and a supplier of mouldings
(Birkbys Plastics).

AietJiodology
The research consisted of a two year study of seven eompanies in two supply
chains. This paper is based on two of these companies. Agreement to conduct the
study was initially negotiated with Sun, who in turn identified a supplier with
whom they were developing a partnering relationship. This paper uses data about
the evolving relationship prior too, and during, the research period. The research
team used an existing diagnostic tool (developed in earlier research) to assess the
state of the relationship at the start of the research and presented the results to
managers in both companies. They then facilitated joint improvement planning
workshops. In parallel, the research team conducted semi-structured interviews
lasting about an hour with staff at all levels, in both companies, who were involved
in the cross-boundary a( tivities. These were designed to elicit comments about the
evolution of their relationship. It was primarily a grounded approach, but guided
by an emergent view of the content and process issues that were likely to affect
the outcomes. Interviews were taped and transcribed.

The research team attended management meetings and gathered other relevant
documents. In analysing the data for this paper, we have filtered it mainly fbr com-
ments relating to the initial ctiltural and structural contexts of the two companies;
how respondents believed these had aflected collaborative behaviour; and the
cumulative actions taken to change both the content and processual contexts.

Sun Microsystems
Sun was founded in 1982 and is a leading player in the electronics industry. It
designs, makes and sells a range of high perfbrmanee computer systems. Man-
agement believes that a constant flow of new products is essential to their success,
so focus their investment on product and software development. They deliberately
limit their investment in manufaeturing, by buying most of the eoinponents they
need. This allows the two sites (in the USA and Scotland) to eoncentrate on design,
development and high value assembly and test operations.

Birkbys Plastics
The eompany makes plastic mouldings at its headquarters plant in England and
at a smaller plant in Seotland. It was founded in 1926 to make telephones. After
several changes in ownership it was sold in 1990 to the current Japanese owners.
The company sells most production to the automotive industry; but is now selling
a significant amount to electronics manufacturers. It had long-term relationships
with some customers in the motor industry, though not of the close partnering
variety;

Objectives
For Sun the partnering link with Birkbys matched their outsourcing strategy
When production at the Scottish plant began in 1989, existing sources in the USA
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supplied the plastic enclosures. As production built up, the Sup])ly Management
team wanted to shorten supply lines for the btilky enclosures. Birkbys was attrac-
tive because of their established teehnical expertise. They welcomed the chance
to widen the customer base. The relationship began in 1991, when Sun gave the
first order. There were few diseussions about a long-term shared vision. The com-
panies' respective priorities were to establish a local supplier of a bulky compo-
nent, and to sceure a new line of business.

Results

As the companies overeame initial difficulties Sun beeame more confident of
Birkbys" ability I he work done became more complex. Initially Birkbys only sup-
plied the plastie enclosure, into which Sun fitted components such as cables and
pcjwer supplies. They later proposed that the supplier should do this work, deliv-
ering a more valuable product. Birkbys also began supplying Sun's US factory as
well as the Scottish one. They have also taken more responsibility for managing
inventory.

Both have gained from this emerging relationship. Birkbys acknowledge that in
1991 they did not foresee the amount and type of business they would eventually
be undertaking for Sun. A sales co-ordinator:

Its something we've learnt by being with Sun we didn't imagine that at the
time. Also at the time we wouldn't have imagined we would tie dealing with
America the way we do now - it was far beyond our thf)ughts.

The customer now had a local source of a bulky product; lov\er and more pre-
dictable costs; a product of greater value; and lower inventory.

The Prior Context of the Partnering Organizations Affects Behaviour

The two organizations had radically different histories, and this influenced action.
Sun is a research-based business in a dynamic industry. The company expects (and
rewards) staff to act flexibly; to be proactive and to take individual responsibility.
A material planner commented;

A very dynamic organization, it's incredibly fast and change is a constant
that you live with. They really jiromotc flexibility and adaptability in their
employees. Ghange is happening all of the time and pco|)le have become very
acclimatized to that, it's part of the job.

A lot of people come and leave - almost a transitory career move. 'I'hat
whole attitude generates a different working environment. You get indi-
vidual responsibility quickly. I think in the past it was rewarding the hero, the
individual.

Sun staff initially pcreeived Birkbys to be inflexible, slow to change, reactive and
with limited delegation. They attributed tliis to their histoiy, which had led to a
different culture:

One of the biggest ]3roblems we had was that . . . they are a very old-established
engineering company, and they think that way . . . It was attitucies, the way they
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want to do business. They wanted an order, they would deliver it when it was
ready, flexibility didn't seem important. Whereas to us it was c ritical.

A Sun produetion controller quoted a case when they required a change of
product. He characterized Birkbys response as:

"Oh that might take 3 weeks - we need a tool change'. We are very leading
edge, it gets done tomorrcjw. If it needs to get done we throw resources at it.
We're a fast mov ing young company . . . So there was an awful lot of inertia, I
think is probably the safest word to use to describe it. There was a management
and culture inertia about the place. Gompared to us turnround is slow. We work
in minutes and seconds they work in weeks and months!

Different contexts also affected behaviour of staff within the respective organiza-
tions. For example in Sun there were eontrasting views between manulac turing
and Supply Management staff. The former had an essentially internal role and
deliberately had no contact with suppliers, as this was a Supply Management
function. One supplier-engineer had worked in both manufacturing and Supply
Management:

I was in manufacturing engineering before, . . . produetion control peo])le and
manufacturing pccjple just expect material to be there, and if its not, they
want to know why. I (now) have a greater appreciation of the supplier's
processes, and therefore of what they can produce. Whereas (in manufacturing)
all you saw was the part coming in, and didn't know what it had taken to achieve
that.

These quotations indicate how the historical c ontext between and within organi-
zations affeeted the actions of staff These behaviours had initially hindered the
partnering intention.

People Partially Reconstruct the Context to Eneourage Co-operative Behaviour
However management charged with inijjlementing partnering had also been
acting to create a new context. A significant examj)le was a 'demand-pulf system.
Sun introduced this as part of a corporate initiative to simplify business processes
within the supply chain. It required the stipplier to meet Sun's requirements for
enclosures within four hours of them being called. I his required technological and
structural changes. Birkbys built a new factory near to Sun and the two com-
panies changed their storage and transport arrangements. These depended on
ehanges amongst the people employed in both plaees, and on systems to manage
information and work-flow between the companies.

In addition both companies created new roles in which people had more dedi-
cated and clear responsibilities for managing relationships with the partner. The
supplier created a dedicated manufacturing cell whose staff worked only on Sun
products. They also created the roles of tooling engineer and sales co-ordinator
and a 'resident planner' based at the Sun site. Sun also created dedicated roles
such as supplier-engineers and buyer-planners. Staff in these boundary-spanning
roles were expeeted to focus largely, though not always exclusively, on the
partner organization. This new eontext (see figure I), including new systems and
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documentation (such as a common matrix of products, and more precise produc-
tion forecasts), was intended to encourage co-operation.

That Revised Context Encourages More (But Not Complete) Co-operation
The systems and documentation eliminated much routine work. This allowed staff
in the newly created roles to give more attention to forward planning and tnan-
aging the relationship. In both organizations they eiaimed to have developed closer
interpersonal links than with other customers or suppliers. For example the Birkbys
sales co-ordinator:

There is a close relationship with my opposite number in Sun. We speak several
times a day, and he tries to give me as mueh information as he possibly ean, so
that I can at least react to it.

A Sun buyer/planner echoed this:

What makes Birkbys different is that you're talking to them daily. They're not
a supplier where you place a purehase order based on the schedule and
then don't talk to them for three months. Espec ially with new produets coming
on board there are daily discussions with them. These have become more
complicated - there are more things to go wrong when you buy something
fancier.

A supplier-engineer:

The relationships are a bit different - there is a more comfortable feeling; they're
not Sun employees so its not that sort of comfort zone. But it is a bit closer than
an ordinary supplier where you don't have that bond. You tend to relax and
forget the swordfighting after a while. You just tend to come out and say 'this
is what I need', rather than try to negotiate around it indireetly. Dealings are
more direct.

There was also evidence of a change in the nature of the contacts:

People are becoming more open with each other. If you don't know who's going
to be pic king up the phone on behalf of the company it can beeome very clin-
ical. I encourage people to share news, particularly the bad news, with eaeh
other. If our forecast has collapsed tell people right away, because you know it's
going to cause problems. Don't hide it. Make sure they know what the issues
are, and get them thinking through how they can co-operate with us to manage
the situation.

At the operating level close working relations and infbrmal networks developed,
such as between the buyer/planners at Sun and the customer service staff at
Birkbys. They came to appreciate the others' requirements and tried to make
things easier for them. Sun staff learned about Birkbys, and vice versa. Both spoke
of 'harmonising expeetations'.

However the developing relaticjiiship was still constrained by aspects of the
separate struetures. We have already shown how manufacturing staff in Sun
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continued to act in a traditional, arms-length manner. Another example was an
incident where the supplier's staff had been unwilling to apprcwe a proposal, and
the matter was not resolved until the supplier-engineer spoke to the managing
director that evening:

We'd wasted time, whereas if the first person had had a degree of ficxibility it
could have been dealt with more quickly. That's something which they still have
to deal with - to be a bit more flexible down the line.

Another manager made the same point:

Their people aren't sufficiently empowered to make decisions. They should have
a bigger authority - they need to go back for most things. For instance we sug-
gested something at a meeting, but nobody present was able to say 'yes that's a
good idea, lets start looking into it', and commit to doing it.

As People Experience Informal Co-operation, They Construct Formal Institutions
In addition to creating roles to eneourage co-operative behaviour between indi-
viduals, people also ereated more formal institutions within which some aspects of
those roles were exercised. They were not established at the outset. People created
them as they found the evolving relationship needed them. Some were internal to
one eompany and others were joint.

As an example of the former, Birkbys had created a weekly 'Sun Review
Meeting', attended by someone from each department:

Anything is discussed — usually quality issues, but also anything that might be
changing and that may have an impact. It's a way of ensuring that cveiyone
knows - for example if there's an engineering ehange. It's been going on for
maybe 6 months, and I think it's an essential part of what we are doing - it's
important that people know what's going on. We send Sun the minutes.

Examples of joint institutions created to manage the relationship included:

Weekly schedule review. A meeting between the Sun buyer-planner and the Birkbys
sales co-ordinator to ensure that Birkbys knew about changes in the (volatile)
schedule. It also ensured that the Sun staff were eomfortable that their supplier
would he able to meet requirements.

Monthly quality meeting. This was attended by the Sun quality engineer, the Birkbys
production manager and/or the equality engineer. It gave an opportunity to review
any continuing quality issues that staff had not been able resolve in informal
discussion.

Monthly commercial review. This was normally attended by the most senior people
involved. It helped to ensure that the c ompanies settled all outstanding commer-
cial issues between them on a regular basis. The monthly commercial review is a
good example of the interaction, to which Ring and Van de Ven (1994) referred,
between people and institutions. It reconciled the need for quick responses
with the need to allocate costs. By having a regular meeting, individuals had
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considerable discretion in the meantime. Engineers could authorize actions to keep
produetion inoving, without waiting until commereial issues were resolved. They
knew the next eommereial review meeting would deal with them.

The value of these structures v\as demonstrated by comments that recalled times
when they had beeome (temporarily) intermittent. For example management had
neglected to call the monthly quality meeting at one point:

It has fallen ofl, probably through busyness, with a lot of new product intro-
ductions just now. I think there's a danger in diverting energies onto new
products, away fVom this one - people are all over the world. There's no doubt
that it is difficult to keep your eye on the ball.

1 here should also be a monthly commercial review meeting, but recently that
hasn't happened as regularly as it should - everyone's so busy.

It was elear that while Sun in partic ular had a eulture that valued personal initia-
tive, they and their partner had developed institutions to support individual work.
1 he significance of these structures to stipport the relationship had increased as
bctth sides discovered their value.

DISCUSSION

Several themes relevant to the strategy of supply chain partnering emerge from
this account.

(1) At the time of the study the relationship between the two companies had
developed since they began to work more closely together. Partnering had
brought significant and tangible benefits to both, but neither these gains, nor
the work required to achieve them, had been planned at the outset. The
move towards a closer relationship had raised problems and opportunities
that the parties only discovered as they implemented it. The details of the
co-operative strategy^ emerged as the parties learned to work together, and
realized the scope for extending their eo-operation. These benefits came
from a cumulative series of substantive ehanges in both companies.

(2) The interaction model captures this fluid evolution, illustrating how the
context shaped people's actions, which in turn created a new context. The
model in Figure 1 has indieated the substantive areas in which those seek-
ing to implement partnering acted, in creating a context to encourage co-
operative behaviour between die companies. The case study has illustrated
the nature of these changes in the two organizations. By stressing the inter-
action of the seven elements the model reflec ts the scope lor loeal interpre-
tation when implementing general strategy of collaboration. It supports
Faulkner's (1995) evidence of the diverse ways in which businesses have
interpreted strategic collaboration.

(3) In such a complex change, the context of action was not entirely within the
eontrol of those charged with implementing partnering. They only affected
part of that context. Some elements were established by other players, in
other parts of the organization and with other priorities. These sometimes
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eneouraged behaviours that did not su]iport partnering. Gomplex changes,
aeross many issues and at different levels of corporate action, run a high risk
of encountering a lack of colierenee in the eontext, reflectiiig different
priorities and wider institutional influenees. Mixed signals and eontextual
eonfusion will pose a challenge for those implementing the strategy.

(4) The study also illustrates how the interaction model can trace the evolution
of the proeess of c hange. It shows that as people learned to eo-operate infor-
mally in their new roles, they also developed more formal institutions within
which to conduct and support those relationships. T'hese operated within
and between the companies, and at several levels. Both informal relations
and the formal institutions created a new eontext of working. This encour-
aged further co-operative behaviour and helped to embed this in the wider
context of both organizations. Boddy et al. (1998) found, in a cross-sectional
study; that creating appropriate mechanisms within which to manage part-
nering had a statistically .significant effect on the outcome. There is scope
for further study of the emergence of such institutions to support partner-
ing in other contexts. Questions could include the balaiic e between personal
and institutional action in diffc-reiit settings, and how ihis interacted with the
contexts of their respective organizations.

In this paper we have tised an interaction model to illustrate the emerging nature
of supply ehain partnering. We have built on the work of Doz (1996) and
Ring and Van dc Ven (1994) by sliowiiig empirically the dimensions of the process
by which collaboration between organizations evolves. We suggest that this
interaction perspective illustrates how people ereate a context that encourages co-
operative behaviour. Other ]5layers may also shape that context in ways that,
perhaps unintentionally; c^ncourage behav iour that runs counter to the partnering
strategy;

The research shows the interactive and uncertain nature of the process, as
players act within possibly cf)ntradic tory contexts, fliose promoting partnering
need a high degree of intelligent adaptability - aware of the ripples affecting
behaviour, and able to shift direction to accommodate them. They also need to
be able to acknowledge, and live with, the malleable nature of the change they
are seeking to implement. They can then aim to create a context of change
that enables action to move incrementally, but eonsistently, in the direction of
strategic intent.

Research questions remain about other forms that these components in bctth
the content and process agendas may take, and about the interaetion between
them as the relationshiji develops. For example do some contexts encourage a
greater reliance on personal or institutional methods respectively? Is the model
equally descriptive at operational, div isional and corporate levels? Do similar issues
arise in other forms of eo-operation than supply chain partnering?
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